Cost analysis of on-premise versus cloud-based implementation of Moodle in Kufa University during the pandemic
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ABSTRACT

Many organizations often use physical hardware resources, such as storage devices and firewall, to store their essential applications and data. Recently, the Coronavirus pandemic represented a significant challenge for the University of Kufa, which utilize an on-premise data center for e-learning since 2009. Whether the learning management system (LMS) is installed on an on-premise data center or the cloud, it is crucial for any university, to decide which implementation is more suitable because of the differences between the two options, especially in terms of cost. This study uses the total cost of ownership (TCO) model to highlight the cost aspect when using on-premise data center versus cloud-based implementation for e-learning and to determine which option is cost effective. The results may help other universities, inside or outside Iraq, deciding which implementation is more suitable (financially) for the organization. The final results show that the cloud-based solution costs approximately 20% less than the currently used on-premise option. Despite all drawbacks of on-premise data center such as unstable electricity, bad Internet service, and costing more than cloud hosting, it maybe still more convenient in the case of the University of Kufa due to the sensitive data stored in the data center.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the end of 2019, the world has witnessed a new epidemic affecting the whole world and led to the suspension of traditional education in 60% of the world's institutions [1]. In Iraq, the virus appeared in March 2020. Soon after, the Iraqi Ministry of Higher Education decided to stop traditional education and shift towards E-learning [2], [3]. The University of Kufa, which was chosen as a case study for this research, took advantage of a data center that was established in 2009 utilizing Moodle as a learning management system (LMS) 21 colleges serving more than 29,193 undergraduate and 1,911 postgraduate students, and 2,148 faculty members [4]. E-learning at the beginning of its use in 2013 was not effective, rather it was used to a very limited extent, therefore the administration was carried out by only one server. Kufa university data center initially contained 9 servers, one of them only for e-learning and the rest for managing and distributing university services [5]. With the adoption of e-learning at the University of Kufa after the pandemic, the university network administration officials had to carry out a major upgrade plan to handle the increased load. As shown in Figure 1 which compare the network infrastructure before and after the upgrade, the plan is to expand the data center to 9 servers used exclusively for e-learning across 21 faculties (each faculty has a
separate site) in addition to 8 servers for managing and distributing university services, some intranet services while other over internet. Moodle LMS is installed and used on all servers across the university.

Moodle is a free learning platform used as a learning management system. The platform was created by Martin Dougiamas to help academic staff manage courses in an online environment. The platform is managed and provided by an Australian company called Moodle HQ, which is made up of 50 developers and is financially backed by a network of eighty-four [6]. The use of e-learning and the Moodle platform requires internet to access the university data center. The problem of the internet in Iraq is one of the fundamental problems that have never been resolved. The problem is due to poor infrastructure, lack of resources to upgrade, and lack of incentives and encouragement from the government [7], [8]. Additionally, the cost of internet service is significantly high compared to neighboring countries, where the price of one mega in Iraq is 54 dollars, while it is less than a dollar in neighboring countries [9].

Figure. 1. Network topology before and after upgrade

The internet connectivity in e-learning is considered the most common problem for both students and academic staff. In addition to the problems with the Internet service, electricity is another major problem that all people in Iraq are suffering from. The governments have been unable to find solutions to that problem since 2003, as this sector has suffered from wars, neglect and sabotage. The Iraqi knowledge center classified this service as the worst service provided in Iraq [10], [11].

This study may not be the first in this area but it has two contributions that differ from other studies in this area, firstly it critically analyzes the on-premise data center since it is already established, in contrast, most studies focus by comparison on building a data center from scratch or moving toward cloud computing. Secondly, the conditions in which the data center operate is an exceptional circumstance due to Corona pandemic, as the impact of this epidemic on the use of the universities data center as a result of the shift from traditional education to electronic education, which required intensive use of data center resources, especially during electronic exams.

2. RELATED STUDIES

On-premise versus cloud-based implementation of LMS, in any educational institution, before implementing a learning management system, the first step is deciding how to deploy the system. Whether it is on-premise or cloud-hosted, the cost of building and maintaining LMS can be significant which may hinder deploying the system especially in Iraq due to continuous financial crisis. Generally speaking, on-premise LMS is hosted locally on servers and requires hardware and software in addition to human resources to build and maintain the on-site network to host the LMS. Cloud-based LMS, on the other hand, the hardware and software equipment are delivered as a service via the internet which can be purchased by the staff in the form of monthly or annual subscription [12].
Studies directly comparing the two architectures in terms of cost are limited. However, many research papers outlined cons and pros for each architecture in terms of accessibility, installation process, and customizability [13]. Highlighted key differences between the two models. According to the author, on-premise LMS is hosted locally and require software to be installed on the server unlike cloud-based solution which is remotely accessed and service providers are responsible for providing the infrastructure that hosts the LMS [13]. The on-premise LMS installation process typically requires more time and effort but it provides wide range of customization choices that the cloud-based does not have. Service wise, cloud-based LMS usually provided as subscription model such as Software as a Service (SaaS) which is also the most widely used computing service compared to other cloud-based models like IaaS and PaaS [14], [15]. The main benefit of cloud LMS solutions, specifically SaaS, is scalability which means service automatically scales based on usage unlike on-premise solution which requires upgrading hardware unites to increase capacity and performance [16], [13]. As a result, cloud-based service offers better resource manageability without requiring technical human resources [16], [17].

As mentioned, few literatures compared between on-premise and cloud-based implementation of LMS. Admits that cloud-based LMS can reduce the number of technical man power required to maintain LMS, however it can still be more expensive than the locally hosted LMS [16]. In contrast, [18]-[21] believe that on-premise LMS can cost substantially more due to requirement of network hardware, software and specialized technical staff to manage and maintain the system. Furthermore, on-premise solution requires electric power and cooling equipment which is typically expensive. A study by [19] calculated cost of implementing LMS using both cloud-based and on-premise solutions. The author used total cost of ownership (TCO) approach to determine the real cost. Since there is a wide range of available cloud solutions, the author compared total cost across multiple SaaS providers namely Amazon Cloud, Google Cloud, and HP cloud. The final result shows that hosting LMS on Google cloud is significantly cheaper compared to on-premise hosting [19], [22]. The difference in cost is mainly due to ICT infrastructure requirements and staff salaries.

Another reason why some institutions implemented cloud-based LMS is reliability [21]. As mentioned above, cloud services are highly scalable and dynamic. Subscription level is instantly changing depending on demand. Which is why cloud solution is significantly more reliable compared to the mostly fixed specifications of the on-premise solution [23].

Some studies highlighted another important aspect of LMS which is network security which is one of the main reasons some universities implemented on-premise LMS. On-premise hosting keeps student’s data private and secure within the university network [18], [19]. Privacy concerns and legislative rules are among the reasons why some universities rejected cloud implementation of LMS [24]. Due to the pandemic crisis, 60% of academic institutions has temporarily suspended the traditional education technique [1]. Currently in Iraq, almost all university has shifted toward online LMS. In order to implement LMS in any educational organization, it is important to decide whether the system is installed on an on-premise data center or on the cloud. Unfortunately, no research has addressed the cost aspect of the two options when Moodle is used as an LMS. Furthermore, due to continuous financial crisis in Iraq, it important for educational organizations to understand which option is cost-effective. This study highlights the cost aspect when using on-premise datacenter versus cloud-based implementation for e-learning. The total cost of ownership (TCO) model is used in the calculation process which is discussed in the following section.

3. METHODOLOGY

This paper focuses on the cost aspect when implementing e-learning using on-premise data center in comparison with cloud-based solution. The total cost of ownership (TCO) model was used in the calculations, which in our case takes into account the costs of the Internet, electricity and the devices obsolete. The calculations do not take into account the costs of the data center itself, as it was already in place before the pandemic, nor financing the IT staff because they are originally on permanent contract and receive monthly payment before and after the pandemic.

3.1. Electricity power

In any data center, it is important to ensure consistent power supply 24/7. As mentioned earlier the entire country suffers from bad electricity service and as the number of servers increased, the administration had to develop alternative power source in the event of a power failure. One of the alternatives is using electrical generation system powered by solar energy. The gas generator was primarily used for many years to supply the electricity in addition to the grid power line. But the generators were not enough to ensure continuous operation because of some recurring problems, such as running out of fuel and the lack of materials which are necessary for the periodic maintenance work, in addition to problems of operating the generator after the official working hours.
The administrator of datacenter has adopted the idea of supplying clean electrical energy since 2006, and this was achieved by installing the first solar system in 2008. Ten solar cells with a capacity of 100-watt solar cells have been installed. The system included eighteenth batteries and two inverters in order to equip the servers’ room with about twenty amp at a cost of more than $15000 at that time.

Later on, the solar energy system has been updated by adding twenty-eight solar panels with a capacity of 370 watts per panel with thirty batteries (each battery is a 200-amp gel-type deep cycle) at a cost of more than $13500. The diagram below shows the entire energy system that powers the data center in the University of Kufa. Power consumption for each year after measuring total consumption for data center $3521 year. It should be noted that electricity consumption tariffs are reduced by the Iraqi government towards universities and government institutions. The entire energy infrastructure is shown in Figure 2 showing the main energy sources that feed the data center.

![Diagram of data center energy sources](image-url)

**Figure 2. Data center energy sources**

### 3.2. The cost of the internet service

The cost of internet service in Iraq is relatively high in comparison to most neighboring countries. The University of Kufa uses 73 Mbps bandwidth internet connection for use during the official working hours (from 8 AM to 3 PM) and 8 Mbps outside of working hours at a total cost of $7000/month. This bandwidth is no longer sufficient after the outbreak of the epidemic as the use of e-learning has increased which required increasing the Internet package to 140 Mbps during the official working hours and 60 Mbps outside the working hours. This has increased the total cost to $13400/month.

### 3.3. Devices obsolete

One of the most typical problems facing data center administrator is device obsolete where the devices lose compatibility with the recent programs in addition to the discontinuation of support provided by the manufacturers. In these cases, a newer technology should be sought. The life cycle of devices, especially servers, is usually from 4-5 years [25]. Despite the fact that these devices will continue to operate even after reaching end of life, continue to use it is highly risky as it may lead to losing students data as these systems no longer receive security updates. Unfortunately, many organizations try to keep their devices for as long as possible. And when the devices stop receiving updates from the manufacturer, the performance of the device will decrease and eventually unable to keep up with the demand, which leads to the necessity of updating the equipment or buying new devices, which are often very expensive. In the case of University of Kufa, and due to the lack of financial support, most devices work for at least 10 years before they are replaced. Table 1 shows estimated costs for the essential datacenter equipment. Full details have not been provided due to security reasons. In brief, the approximate cost of equipment obsolescence will be 10% of the total cost and equal to $39950.
3.4. Firewall cost

Data center administrator use Sophus as a firewall and internet distributer system. The system is used to protect the network, internally and externally, from targets that affect the network. Sophus detects hidden user, app, and network threats and is unique in its ability to automatically respond to security incidents by isolating compromised systems with the security heartbeat. We will not go into the details of the firewall for security reasons. The cost of Annual subscription renewal for this firewall system is $4500.

3.5. Cloud based architecture

Switching to cloud-based architecture means the data center at the University of Kufa will only provide services related to Internet distribution, student registration, electronic technical support, test systems for educational courses and others while all e-learning related services will be transferred to the cloud. The cloud-based system with the specifications shown in Table 2 should be able to serve 8000 concurrent users and 21 colleges without problems. Figure 3 shows typical users of cloud-based infrastructure. Primarily, the students, academics, and employees are considered the users, while technicians represent those who manage and administrate the services provided by the cloud environment.

Figure 4 illustrates the architecture of cloud-based learning management system utilizing three main servers. The idea is to turn all these individual servers into a cluster in which the workload is equally distributed on each server using load balancing technology. This technology can optimize hardware utilization and avoid overloading a single server when the other servers are idle.

![Figure 3. Cloud based architecture](image)

### Table 2. Moodle cloud specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Qty</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moodle App server</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(32 vCPU, 64GB RAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moodle App server storage</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>256 GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Compute Gen 5 (64 vCPUs, 320 GB RAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database storage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database backup</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1TB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moodle data Storage</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2TB (NetApp Files)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load balancer</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 Load Balancer rules + 1000GB Data processed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2TB Outbound Data Transfer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Typically, these servers run Linux in addition to Apache, MySQL, and Perl which usually referred as LAMP for short. PHP is used as the main scripting language in which its' components is sits inside the Apache server while SQL is for database management. The Figure 5 shows the main components of Moodle system Moodle-cloud is superb when it comes to backing up the data stored on the servers. The system provides multi-stage backup mechanism where all data are simultaneously and seamlessly stored on multiple servers to ensure ability to retrieve data when a failure occurs.

Advantages of Moodle-cloud: The Moodle-cloud has three advantages over the on-premise based solution
- Cost effective: Comparing TCO of both solutions, which is explained in details in later sections, shows that Moodle-cloud is more cost effective.
- Scalable: Moodle-cloud provides high availability solution as the cloud scale dynamically to meet the increased demand without having to physically upgrade server hardware which is the case with on-premise solution.
- Hassle-free: No need to deal with updates and periodic maintenance which makes Moodle-cloud trouble free experience.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Analyzing the total cost
The costs of using cloud-based environment are summarized in the offer submitted by one of the companies specialized in providing e-learning service through the Moodle platform on Azure cloud.

Hosting Servers (Azure Microsoft) = 10,128 USD/Month
LAMP bundle including the following services: backup, server configuration, testing, installing SSL certificate on all servers, upgrading, installing monitoring solution. All these services cost $15000 (one time).
In summary, total cost = 10128 * 12 + 15000 = $136536
It is certain that the use of this offer will help eliminate problems related to the supply of electrical power and the weakness of the Internet signal in addition to technical problems related to maintaining the software and other security problems as the hosting company is in charge of protecting the data. On the other hand, the high cost of this solution is a significant drawback.

4.2. On-premise total cost
The annual cost of on-premise solution is explained below. Again, it is important to note that the cost excludes IT staff expenses as they are on permanent contract with the government and receive monthly wages.
- Power consumption = $3520
- Internet: $13400 * 12 = $160800
- Devices obsolete: $3950
- Firewall: $4500
- Total: 172750/year

5. CONCLUSION

TCO analysis shows that the total cost of using cloud-based LMS is about 20% less compared to the use of the current on-premise data center. Even though it costs less, the currently implemented datacenter is still more convenient for a number of reasons. As discussed earlier the datacenter at the University of Kufa does have more purposes than e-learning. Services like managing internet accounts for staff, hosting Intranet applications, student registration system, managing student accounts, and other locally hosted services are all managed and stored locally within the datacenter space. If these services are required to be completely moved to the cloud, the subscription cost would substantially increase. Not to mention the fact that most of these data are sensitive data such as students’ marks, accounts, employee’s personal data, and the university digital mail. Having these data stored somewhere on the cloud may raise security concerns as these cloud networks are more subject to security breach. Additionally, using cloud hosting means the ultimate control and management is outside the institution which again raise concerns as the institution security protocols will not be applicable. Considering that the pandemic may end some day in the future, then the high demand of e-learning will definitely be reduced and thus switching to cloud computing will not be required as the on-premise data center will be more than enough for the task. Admittedly, it might be more feasible to use cloud hosting in the case of no data center was previously implemented in the university as building a datacenter from the ground up would cost too much.
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